RULEBOOK
STOP!
Before proceeding, go to
MyRaxxon.com for a complete briefing.

Welcome to the Raxxon
Crisis Management Unit!

COMPONENTS

The infected have breached your city and are spreading
quickly. Your team is tasked with evacuating the city before
it’s completely overrun. Get the healthy population to the
evacuation point before it’s too late.

Raxxon comes with two exclusive
Dead of Winter characters to be used
with Dead of Winter: A Crossroads
Game and/or Dead of Winter: The Long
Night. Each comes with a cardboard
standee, Crossroads card, and
character card. These components
are not used while playing Raxxon.

KD JAMES

// 60 action tokens

// 6 character sheets

// 1 Raxxon token

Players work as a team and win or lose together. To win the game,
move all healthy population cards from the population to the
evacuation pile before the city is overrun or Raxxon gains enough
power to take over.
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PLAYING SOLO

When a player rolls a on
MERYL WOLFE ANYWHERE:
7attacking a zombie
the exposure die after

Journalist

// 40 Raxxon cards

In Raxxon, the players are a team of city leaders in a world on
the cusp of the zombie apocalypse. Evacuation protocols have
been activated. The federal government, strapped for resources
due to the infection’s spread, has paired your team with officials
from Raxxon Pharmaceuticals. Raxxon’s ample resources are
necessary, but can they be trusted?
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CDC Official

// 1 game board

OBJECT OF THE GAME

You may have heard that Raxxon Pharmaceuticals is
responsible for this outbreak. That couldn’t be further from
the truth! There is a rumor circulating in the media of the
correlation between users of our wonder-drug Zomoxtrin
and the infected. While unconfirmed, this validates our
involvement as we are the most knowledgeable of the
product thought to be the catalyst of this tragedy. Gather
your team, make use of Raxxon’s resources, and we shall
persevere through this time of ill repute!

DEAD OF WINTER CHARACTERS

// 60 population cards
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at KD’s location or after moving to KD’s
location, you may immediately play a
medicine card (without using its effect) to
have that player re-roll the die.

4
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Raxxon can be played solo. After reading the regular rules, which
assume 2-4 players, read the Solo Rules section on page 10 for
adjustments to the solo game.

ANYWHERE: Once per round you
may shuffle the crisis contribution
cards, look at them, and then you
may add 1 to your hand.

PLEASE NOTE: If you haven’t already done so, please visit the website www.MyRaxxon.com. On the website you will find a further
mission briefing, virus outbreak updates, additional scenarios, a rules video, and opportunities to recruit new Crisis Management
Unit operatives. Raxxon thanks you for, and will always remember, your compliance in this matter.
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POPULATION CARDS
INNOCENT
1

CHARACTER SHEETS
1

BRIAN LEE

2

PLAYER ACTIONS

(3-4 players)

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

MAYOR // LOCAL DISTRICT

INVESTIGATE:

EVACUATION

3

JOHN PRICE

3

REQUEST AIR STRIKE

2. Population Type

= Healthy
= Infected

Kill all cards in 1 row or
1 column of the crowd.

3. Effect Trigger
(before the arrows)
4. Effect (after the arrows)

1. Character Badge

3. Consequences

2. Action

4. Action Token Space

SUSCEPTIBILITY

1. Card Title
2. Trigger
3. Option
4. Option Effects
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CHARISMATIC CROWD CONTROL
Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd

5

6

1

7
8
9

You may flip all cards of one type (Chaotic,
Hostile, Familiar, etc) facedown.

UNCONTAINED QUARANTINE

0

AND

TRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

POPULATION DRAW PILE

3

Move 1 additional card.

UNTRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

2

Option 2: Raxxon to the
rescue! It seems to have
slowed down the spread.
Place this card in the
untriggered pile instead
of the triggered pile.
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RAXXON DRAW PILE

1

2

crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.

POPULATION DISCARD PILE

Option 1: Taking a
chance on another
Raxxon drug isn’t
worth it. Kill a face-up
SUSCEPTIBLE card. Then
place this card in the
untriggered pile instead
of the triggered pile.

EVACUATION
MovePILE
up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
// INFECTION SUPPLY

Every day the sickness seems to spread faster. Raxxon
is offering samples of an experimental vaccine for those
susceptible to the virus’ airborne form, but…
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GAME BOARD

QUARANTINE

If a healthy SUSCEPTIBLE card is face-up in the crowd...
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DOOR-TO-DOOR

Draw and look at the top 3 cards of
the population draw pile. Then place
them back on top of the draw pile
in the order of your choice.

RAXXON CARDS
1

2

4

4

1. Health Status

Choose a row or column in the crowd
with all cards face-up and healthy.
Move those cards to the evacuation pile.

2

CONTAINED QUARANTINE

10

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Infection Supply

6. Contained Quarantine

2. Population Discard Pile

7. Triggered Raxxon Pile

3. Population Draw Pile

8. Untriggered Raxxon Pile

4. Evacuation Pile

9. Raxxon Draw Pile

5. Uncontained Quarantine

10. Raxxon Power Track

GAME SETUP
// INFECTION SUPPLY

TRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

EVACUATION PILE

POPULATION DRAW PILE

4

UNCONTAINED QUARANTINE

0

1

2

RAXXON DRAW PILE

POPULATION DISCARD PILE

UNTRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

5

CONTAINED QUARANTINE

3

4

8

5

6

7

8

7

2

1. If playing the intro level game, place the following
population cards back into the game box: 5 hostile,
3 family, 2 celebrity, 4 chaotic, 4 carrier, 4 volatile.

4. Shuffle the dealt infected cards into the healthy population
cards and form a facedown population draw pile.
5. Form a facedown infection supply pile with the remaining
infected cards.

2. Place the game board and action tokens in reach
of all players.

GABRIEL DIAZ
FIREFIGHTER // CITY

6. Have each player choose a
character sheet, placing it in front
of them with the side matching
the player count face-up. Place all
unused character sheets back in
the game box.

3. Separate the healthy
DIFFICULTY
INFECTED
population cards
CHOSEN
CARDS DEALT
from the infected
Intro
9
population cards.
Shuffle the infected
Regular
15
cards and deal a
Hard
18
number of them
facedown into a pile.
Expert
21
The number of cards
dealt depends on the difficulty level the players choose,
as noted in this table.

7. Shuffle the Raxxon deck and form
a facedown Raxxon draw pile.
8. Mark Raxxon’s power at 0 on the
game board using the Raxxon token.
9. Randomly choose a first player.
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INVESTIGATE:

PLAYER ACTIONS

(3-4 players)

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

TARGETED EVACUATION
Move a face-up healthy card and
any adjacent face-up healthy cards
to the evacuation pile.

CONFLICTED AIR STRIKE
Kill all cards in 1 row or
1 column of the crowd.
The chosen row or column may not
include face-up healthy cards.

QUARANTINE
Move up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.
Move 1 additional card.

ROADBLOCK
Place 3 action tokens on 1 card in
the crowd. When a card would be added
to an adjacent spot, remove a token instead.
Discard any tokens left on a card
when it is moved or removed.

AGGRESSIVE CROWD CONTROL
Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd.
You may also flip a face-up
card in the crowd facedown.

CHARACTER SHEET

ADJACENCY

DAY ORDER

Cards immediately above, below, to the left or to the right of each
other in the crowd are considered to be adjacent. Cards diagonal
to each other are not adjacent. Cards with space between them
are not adjacent. See “Example: Adjacency”.

The game takes place over a series of rounds, called days. Each
day contains the following phases in order:
1. Crowd Setup: Population cards are dealt into a facedown grid
to form the crowd.

Example: Adjacency

2. Player Actions: Players investigate cards, manipulate the
crowd, and attempt to move healthy cards to the evacuation
pile until the end of day is triggered.

2

3. End of Day: Action tokens are removed from character sheets
and infected cards that are on the loose infect the population.

CROWD SETUP

B

During crowd setup phase, create the crowd for the day by
dealing cards from the population draw pile facedown into a grid.
The number of cards in the grid is determined by the number of
players in the game:

B

A
1

A

A
The card labeled 1 is adjacent to all the cards labeled A.
The card labeled 1 is NOT adjacent to any card labeled B.
The card labeled 2 is adjacent to all the cards labeled B.

1-2 PLAYERS = 9 CARD IN CROWD / 3x3 GRID

3 PLAYERS = 12 CARD IN CROWD / 3x4 GRID

4 PLAYERS = 16 CARD IN CROWD / 4x4 GRID

If there are not enough cards to create a full crowd, deal out
successive rows until the population draw pile runs out.
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TRIGGERING CONSEQUENCES

PLAYER ACTIONS
Once the crowd is set up, starting with the first player and going
clockwise, each player may take a turn or pass. Once a player
passes for any reason, her entire turn is skipped for the rest of
the day.

When triggering consequences a player must move from top to
bottom on her character sheet, triggering the consequence above
each action token. If there are no action tokens on a player’s
character sheet yet, no consequences trigger. If an action has
more than 1 token next to it, resolve them from left to right.

Play continues to move clockwise around the table for
those who have not passed until all players pass or until
a card effect showing the end of day icon triggers.
At that time, the player actions phase ends immediately
and end of day begins.

Note: Do not discard action tokens after triggering their
consequences; they remain there until the end of day phase or
an in game effect says otherwise. A player may decide, after
triggering a consequence or part of a consequence, to end the
turn rather than to continue. This counts as passing.

END OF DAY
ICON

When taking a turn, a player must resolve the following
steps in order:

CHOOSING AN AVAILABLE ACTION

The top action of each
PLAYER ACTIONS
player’s character sheet
BRIAN LEE
Resolve the following
MAYOR // LOCAL DISTRICT
1. Trigger all active co
(always Investigate) does
2. Choose an available
INVESTIGATE:
3. Perform that chose
not require an action token
and can always be chosen.
EVACUA
INVESTIGATE ACTION ON CHARACTER SHEET
Any other action is available
to be chosen if there are
Choose a row or colu
one or more empty action token spaces next to that action. After with all cards faceMove those cards to th
choosing one of these actions to perform, place an action token on
the leftmost empty action token space next to that action.

1. Trigger all her character’s consequences.
2. Choose an available action on her character sheet.
3. Perform the chosen action.

Note: Players do not trigger the consequence for an action token
on the turn it was placed; it won’t trigger until the beginning of that
player’s next turn.

PERFORMING AN ACTION

REQUEST AI

Kill all cards i
1 column of th

DOOR-TO-

The player character sheets describe how to resolve each action.
Draw and look at th
Actions include:

the population draw

back on top o
// Investigate: This action provides the players with information themin the
order of y
about cards in the crowd.

// Evacuate: This action moves healthy cards to the
evacuation pile.
// Air Strike/Attack: These actions kill groups of cards in the
crowd, sending them to the population discard pile.

QUARAN

Move up to 2 face-up inf
crowd and/or the unco
pile to the contained

Move 1 ad

// Quarantine: This action moves face-up infected cards to
Raxxon’s quarantine facility.

CHARISMATIC CRO

// Crowd Control: This action swaps cards in the crowd or flips
cards facedown.
// Other Actions: Each character has 1 other action specific to
their area of expertise.

Swap the posi
2 cards in th

AND

You may flip all cards o
Hostile, Familiar, e
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GAME ICONS AND EFFECTS
Killing Cards: When population cards are killed due to a game
effect, place them in the population discard pile. During the end
of day phase, the population discard pile is shuffled back into the
population draw pile, so killed cards are not gone forever.

Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, immediately
move a HOSTILE card from the evacuation pile to the
population discard pile.
Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, draw the top
card of the population draw pile without looking at it and
place it facedown in the crowd. The player adding the
card may choose where to place it,
following these rules:

Whenever a population card is killed, if the killed card
has this icon on it, immediately resolve the effect
listed after the icon, whether the card was face-up or
facedown.

// The card must be placed adjacent to as many other
cards as possible.

Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, the infection
rate rises. Draw the top card of the infection supply
and place it face-up in the population discard pile. If the
infection supply is empty when this icon triggers, the
players immediately lose.

// If the crowd is empty, the card is placed in the middle
of the table alone.
// The maximum width/height of the crowd is 6x6. A
card cannot be placed that would make the crowd any
wider or taller than 6 cards.

Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, the active
player draws the top card of the Raxxon draw pile and
reads the trigger to see if the card resolves.

// If the population draw pile is empty, shuffle the
population discard pile to form a new population draw
pile. If both are empty, nothing happens.

If the italic trigger applies, read the card and follow its
instructions. Any choice offered by the card is made by
the active player unless the card says otherwise. Resolve
text effects and icon effects (at the bottom of each card)
based on the result. Then place the card in the triggered
Raxxon pile unless the card says otherwise.
If the italic trigger text does NOT apply,
place the card in the untriggered Raxxon
pile and move on. Occasionally, a card
effect will instruct a player to shuffle the
untriggered Raxxon pile back into the
Raxxon draw pile.

Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, the active
player flips a facedown card in the crowd face-up. If all
cards in the crowd are already
face-up, nothing happens.
After flipping a card face-up, if the flipped card has this
icon on it, count the number of cards of that specific
population type face-up in the crowd, including the justflipped card. If that count matches a numbered effect on
the card exactly (not more or less), resolve the effect.
See “Example: When Flipped” below.

RAXXON CARD

This icon on some actions offers a player an optional
effect. If a player chooses to resolve the effect that
follows this icon, draw a Raxxon card after completing
that action. If the player declines to use the effect, do
NOT draw a Raxxon card.

Example: When Flipped

08 / CARRIER

A carrier card was just flipped face-up. There is already
1 other carrier infected card face-up in the crowd, making 2
total. Therefore, the active player must draw a Raxxon card
(1). If neither carrier card is removed or flipped
facedown,
AVA KYOH
and 1 additional carrier
2=
3=
card is flipped face-up,
the end of day phase will
2
1
immediately occur (2).

Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, increase the
Raxxon’s power track by 1. When the track reaches 8,
the players immediately lose.
Whenever a game effect triggers this icon, immediately
end the player actions phase and proceed to the end of
day phase.
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TURN EXAMPLE
THOMAS HEART

PLAYER ACTIONS

(1-2 players)

A

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

LIEUTENANT // ARMY

INVESTIGATE:

EVACUATION
Choose a row or column in the crowd
with all cards face-up and healthy.
Move those cards to the evacuation pile.

B

TARGETED AIR STRIKE

A

INNOCENT

Choose a card in the crowd. Kill that card
any adjacent cards of your choice.

THOMAS HEART

PLAYER ACTIONS

(1-2 players)

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

LIEUTENANT // ARMY

INVESTIGATE:

Choose a row or column in the crowd.
Shuffle the cards together
facedown and place them on top
of the population draw pile.

EVACUATION
Choose a row or column in the crowd
with all cards face-up and healthy.
Move those cards to the evacuation pile.

B

JOHN PRICE

ENFORCE CURFEW

FAMILIAR

FOREST PLUM

QUARANTINE

UNIDENTIFIED

The active player must pass
their next turn this Day.

Move up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.

TARGETED AIR STRIKE

VOLATILE

C

2=

LILY MAE

2=

3=

4=

D

Move 1 additional card.
Choose a card in the crowd. Kill that card
any adjacent cards of your choice.

HOSTILE

AGGRESSIVE CROWD CONTROL

1. It is the beginning of Thomas Heart’s turn. Today he has
already used Targeted Air Strike twice (A) and Quarantine once
(B), so he has 3 action tokens on his character sheet. He can
choose to either trigger all of his consequences, or pass. If he
passes, his turn is skipped for the rest of the day.

2. He decides to move forward with his turn. He adds a card
to the crowd (A), adds another card to the crowd (B), flips a
card face-up (C), and draws a Raxxon card (D). The action
tokens do not go away after being resolved – they’ll trigger
again next turn.

Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd.

ENFORCE CURFEW

You may also flip a face-up
card in the crowd facedown.

Choose a row or column in the crowd.
Shuffle the cards together
facedown and place them on top
of the population draw pile.

QUARANTINE

Move up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.
Move 1 additional card.

A

THOMAS HEART

AGGRESSIVE CROWD CONTROL

LIEUTENANT // ARMY

INVESTIGATE:

Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd.

PLAYER ACTIONS

(1-2 players)

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

EVACUATION

You may also flip a face-up
card in the crowd facedown.

Choose a row or column in the crowd
with all cards face-up and healthy.
Move those cards to the evacuation pile.

TARGETED AIR STRIKE
Choose a card in the crowd. Kill that card
any adjacent cards of your choice.

ENFORCE CURFEW
Choose a row or column in the crowd.
Shuffle the cards together
facedown and place them on top
of the population draw pile.

VOLATILE

B

QUARANTINE
UNIDENTIFIED

2=

Move up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.

3=

Move 1 additional card.

FAMILIAR

INNOCENT

HOSTILE
AGGRESSIVE CROWD CONTROL

FOREST PLUM

The active player must pass
their next turn this Day.

C

Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd.
JOHN PRICE

LILY MAE

2=

You may also flip a face-up
card in the crowd facedown.

4=

3. For his action, he places an action token on the leftmost open
action token space next to Aggressive Crowd Control (A) and
performs that action to swap the position of the Healthy Innocent
crowd card (B) with the Infected Volatile crowd card (C).

4. He does not trigger the consequence next to the Crowd
Control action at this time. That consequence will trigger
before his next turn if he does not pass, along with the other
consequences he triggered earlier this turn.
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4. Ongoing Containment: Move all cards in the contained
quarantine to the uncontained quarantine.

1. The Crowd: Flip all remaining cards in the crowd face-up.
(Do not trigger any
effects at this time.)
HOSTILE

CARRIER

HOSTILE

VOLATILE

VOLATILE

UNIDENTIFIED

2=
2=

4=

INNOCENT

RAY SEVIN

2=

3=

VOLATILE

GARRISON WILLIAMS

HOSTILE

UNIDENTIFIED

2=

4=

VOLATILE

DEREK YOSHIDA

2=

3=

2=

INNOCENT

0

1

2

CONTAINED QUARANTINE

3

4

5

3=

LIEUTENANT // ARMY

INVESTIGATE:
LILY MAE

2=

// INFECTION SUPPLY

UNTRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

POPULATION DISCARD PILE

2. The Infection Spreads: Count the total number of infected
cards in the crowd and in the uncontained quarantine.
Trigger
that many times, up to a maximum of 4.
VOLATILE

PLAYER ACTIONS

(1-2 players)

Resolve the following in order:
1. Trigger all active consequences for this character.
2. Choose an available action on this character sheet.
3. Perform that chosen action.

CHAOTIC

EVACUATION PILE

EVACUATION
Choose a row or column in the crowd
with all cards face-up and healthy.
Move those cards to the evacuation pile.

TARGETED AIR STRIKE
Choose a card in the crowd. Kill that card
any adjacent cards of your choice.

ENFORCE CURFEW
Choose a row or column in the crowd.
Shuffle the cards together
facedown and place them on top
of the population draw pile.

2=

1=

3=

2=

3=

UNCONTAINED QUARANTINE

POPULATION DISCARD PILE

In this example, there are a total of 4 infected0cards
1 in 2the 3
crowd and uncontained quarantine. So 4 cards would be
moved from the infection supply and placed face up in the
population discard pile.
HOSTILE
INNOCENT
CARRIER
HOSTILE
HOSTILE
INNOCENT
VOLATILE
HOSTILE
VOLATILE

LUISMIA
MARTINEZ
GARRISON
WILLIAMS
DARZI
RAY
SEVIN
DEREK
YOSHIDA
DEREK
YOSHIDA
JOHN
PRICE
UNIDENTIFIED
LILY
MAE
UNIDENTIFIED

2=
2=
2=
2=
2=

4344====
343==

POPULATION DRAW PILE

3. The Population: Move all cards
from the crowd and uncontained
quarantine to the population
discard pile, then shuffle the
population discard pile into the
population draw pile.

CONTAINED QUARANTINE

4

5

6

7

8

QUARANTINE
Move up to 2 face-up infected cards from the
crowd and/or the uncontained quarantine
pile to the contained quarantine pile.
Move 1 additional card.

AGGRESSIVE CROWD CONTROL
Swap the position of any
2 cards in the crowd.

UNTRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

3=

POPULATION DRAW PILE

2=

You may also flip a face-up
card in the crowd facedown.

In this example, Thomas Heart had 4 action tokens on his
character sheet. All of these are removed during the end of
day phase.
UNCONTAINED QUARANTINE
CONTAINED QUARANTINE
RAXXON DRAW PILE

3=

UNIDENTIFIED

// INFECTION SUPPLY

UNIDENTIFIED

RAXXON DRAW PILE

UNIDENTIFIED

MIA DARZI

2=

8

EVACUATION PILE

4=

TRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

JOHN PRICE

VOLATILE

7

HOSTILE

THOMAS HEART

CARRIER

6

5. Clear Character Sheets: All players clear all action tokens
from their character sheets.

UNIDENTIFIED

4=

UNCONTAINED QUARANTINE

3=

TRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

2=

MIA DARZI

POPULATION DRAW PILE

LUIS MARTINEZ

UNIDENTIFIED

2=

3=

RAXXON DRAW PILE

triggers, resolve the

POPULATION DISCARD PILE

Once all players have passed or
following steps in order:

UNTRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

// INFECTION SUPPLY

END OF DAY

TRIGGERED RAXXON PILE

EVACUATION PILE

Once the end of day phase has been resolved, continue on to
5
the 1next2day.3 The4 player
to6 the7 left8of the most recent active
player becomes the first player in the new day.

0
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GAME END

SOLO RULES

The game can end in 3 ways:

Raxxon can be played solo! Play with the following adjustments:

VICTORY

// Choose 1 character to use at the beginning of each day.
The character may be different or the same each day.

As soon as every healthy card is in the evacuation pile (20 for an
intro game, 30 on other difficulty levels), the group immediately
wins! Players may count the evacuation pile at any time to know
how many more cards they need to evacuate to win.

// Instead of the day ending when you pass, the day ends after you
pass twice. After passing the first time, clear all action tokens
from your character sheet.

INFECTION OVERRUN

// For KD James’ Raxxon Funding action, you may use the
ability without drawing a Raxxon card.

If
triggers but there are no cards in the infection supply, the
infected overrun the city before the population can escape and
the group immediately loses.

RAXXON TAKEOVER
If Raxxon’s power reaches 8, Raxxon takes over the city before
the population can escape and the group immediately loses.

CLARIFICATIONS
ORDER OF EFFECTS
Any time multiple game effects trigger simultaneously (for
example, if several healthy cards are killed at the same time), the
active player may choose in which order to resolve the effects.

QUARANTINE
When moving cards into or out of contained and uncontained
quarantine, a player may move cards in whatever order she
chooses; the position within these doesn’t matter.

ROWS/COLUMNS
A row or column means every card in 1 line of the crowd. This
could include non-adjacent cards together, if there is a space in
the row/column, and it could refer a single card, if that card is the
only one in that row/column.

LOOKING AT CARDS
All card piles may be counted at any time. The population draw
pile, infection supply, and Raxxon draw pile should be facedown.
All other card piles are placed face-up and may be looked through
at any time.
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EFFECT ICONS

END OF THE DAY SUMMARY

When a population card with this icon is killed, whether
face-up or facedown, trigger the effect listed after
this icon.

1. THE CROWD

When a population card with this icon is flipped face-up
in the crowd, if the total number of the card’s type
(“Hostile,” “Chaotic,” etc.) matches a numbered effect on
the card exactly, resolve that effect.

2. THE INFECTION SPREADS

Flip all remaining cards in the crowd face-up. Do not trigger
any
effects at this time.

Count total infected cards in the crowd and uncontained
quarantine. Trigger
that many times (max = 4).

3. THE POPULATION

Add a card from the population draw pile facedown
to the crowd adjacent to as many cards as possible.
Maximum crowd size is 6x6. Re-shuffle the population
discard pile if the draw pile is empty.

Shuffle the crowd, uncontained quarantine and population
discard pile all into the population draw pile.

4. ONGOING CONTAINMENT
Move all cards in the contained quarantine to the uncontained
quarantine.

Flip a facedown card in the crowd face-up.

5. CLEAR CHARACTER SHEETS

Add the top card of the infection supply to the population
discard pile.

Clear all action tokens from all character sheets.
See page 9 for more information on the end of day phase.

Draw a Raxxon card.
Draw a Raxxon card ONLY IF you choose to resolve the
specified effect after this icon. Draw the card after
completing the effect.
Increase Raxxon’s power.
Move a HOSTILE card from the evacuation pile to the
population draw pile.
Immediately proceed to the end of day phase.
See page 7 for more information on
game icons and effects.
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